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The enemy has dropped the mask really low and carelessly with all they have
done, to where now, there is only damage management they cannot really
succeed at. The great Covid pandemic, has them unavoidably cornered
without a mask, for people to see their whole agenda face to face, and be
FORCED to see it for once.

Even Trump has stated in a video that these measures of imposition are going
to be a wrecking of Nations. Even for Trump, seeing these things appears as
totally awkward. A total nosedive of the whole planet, "All of a sudden",
supposedly to protect the "Elderly", which appear to be the major problem of
the Covid.

Indeed, that is the case of their claims. The Jewish Media and many other
outlets have lied and spread panic for months. Meanwhile, they told people to
not prepare, not give a shit, as if only literally telling them to ignore it when
some prowler was about to pounce them from the back. Supposedly, all these
measures taking place are to save the old people and safeguard the
vulnerable. Anyone who has a brain understands that the enemy could give a
shit less about the safety of these people, the world, or anything in general.
We are dealing with nothing sort of psychopathic reptoids here without any
form of semblance of a so called "conscience".

They never cared for the old people or anyone for that liking, nor now nor ever
before. The older generations also have negatives [like all generations do] but
they also have some things which are big thorns up the jewish ass. So Covid
could easily be used to disable and threaten these generations, and therefore
eradicate important ideals that would sit as thorns in the jewish rear for at
least 10 or 20 years more by normal standards. The enemy needs the next 10
and 20 years as their last gamble for power and to fully enslave mankind
before... Other events happen that prevent them from doing any of that. So,
they want to rush this, even though they can't really achieve their goal.
Examples of the thorns up the jewish ass coming from these generations
include:

1. Dead serious about Gun ownership.
2. Freedom of speech.
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3. Generally, more privacy conscious than the "Instagram" generation.
4. Still some family values etc.
5. Are more money conscious than previous generations
6. Can be generally less prone to Communism and more prone towards
ownership.
7. Many elderlies have tendencies towards "Racism" as they become older
8. Have seen better times than those which the 20 to 40 years old are seeing,
so they want to live up to some standard compared to younger generations,
for which living standards are formed now.

We are told constantly especially in the "West" that we are very free compared
to other times, it has become a meme. Clearly, we live in a world 1000 times
more oppressive, surveillance based, and suppression based than even
Soviet Russia. Actually, we aren't there yet unless one looks in Soviet China,
sorry, I meant Modern China. The jews understand and struggle for the last
push to put us in the same model.

Those older understand how it is to not be 24/7 surveilled by your Smartphone
and having Siri ask you if you want to buy socks because it observed without
your consent from the camera that your socks weren't looking good. These
things are major crimes and privacy violations, and sick. Most of the older
generations wouldn't really willingly put these things on themselves, because
they have known from times where these did not exist. We that are more
accustomed to this [a dead wrong thing] can have a harder time
understanding this fatal thing upon which the enemy tries to build their agenda
upon.

What the jews have constructed today with the surveillance, puts their
last-ditch efforts of Stalin's Russia look like child's books. Their plans are
beyond Orwell's 1984 worst nightmares, and start to look increasingly like a
positive rainbows story compared to what the enemy has manifested in China
and what they plan to manifest further.

And all of that is attempted to be done over arbitrary reasons such as "The
Old People", as professed here. And the Jewish media still lies and
contradicting itself, saying it's all nothing worse than the flu, and other
contradictory lies.

Notice the pattern here - every time the enemy is about to try to control this
crisis or any other for their advantage, they always put some sort of vulnerable
and vague category in the front. Like "Children", "Old people", or "Poor
Migrants", to make people to shut up and stop evaluating the general
situation. Jews threw a fit that people were even questioning the events and
that they were sharing videos about the so called "TRUTH" which is no much



fear of any form of thought or investigation. And of course, they never do
anything to better the condition of these people really, just use them as an
excuse to promote their alien and reptilian advancements on top of the
populace.

If they did actually care for old people, that's what they could do:

1. Stop promoting damning medications or lack of knowledge of the mind
[many people fall ill because of mental reasons].
2. Stop ransacking them and ruining their pensions, which are most of the
time pebbles not enough for appropriately living.
3. Stop ceaseless rapefugee migrations of which the elderly people are mostly
victimized by robbers, looters, and other monkeys.
4. Stop replacing the grandchildren of older people with looters, monkeys, and
inferiors in alarming rates.
4. Stop brainwashing old people and using their fear 24/7 to forcibly make
them comply.
5. Stop raising the Pension Age as it has been happening all over Europe
[Millennials or newer generations may never get pensions due to
unemployment] to shit like 72 years old, and reduce it to 55 years old so that
people can have some final time for free and easily.
6. Stop raping the environment which destroys the health of people and
further ruins them especially at old age.
7. Stop promoting ceaseless jewish type of brainless whoredom which leaves
many people in their old age without peers, family, and completely isolated,
because there is no promotion of any value of normal family existence any
more.
8. Stop Christianity, Islam and Judaism, all of which put the elderly in rampant
fear that they are going to burn in the lake of fire when they die, because they
didn't kiss enough Jewish ass while they were alive, creating endless mental
turmoil.
9. Stop doing fake and staged financial crises that destroy humanity financially
and all of these, crack down the hardest on the poor, the helpless, and the old,
the hardest [such as the sinkholes that ruined people's savings in 2008].
10. Stop giving fake and canned advice that does not help people by hoaxes
and systematic lies based on WHO.
11. Stop promoting deadly lifestyles infested with drugs, depression,
malnutrition, and bad health, and then filling people with random pills that only
degenerate the faster, pretending this solves anything.

The above is only to name a few ideas. There are probably hundreds of other
things.

But guess what doing nothing of the above, the enemy now figured that...They



wanna crash the economy and ruin the planet because...Of protecting the
elderly.

None of this will ever stop as primarily, this is the core of jewing mankind, and
asking the jews to stop jewing is like asking a weed that destroys a garden
filled with thorns to stop growing them and ruining the plants. It simply does
not happen.

Yea, the enemy really cares of old people as much as they care for young
children. Which is probably why they cover up Pakistani and Asian child
molestation rings in London, and why they clearly abuse people since infancy
in more than one ways for centuries. The enemy was also the owner of slave
labor for Children due to the inhumanities they have heaped upon this world
such as forced wage serfdom that implied even little children had to be brutally
worked in otherwise "Very developed Nations", because of excessive debts
and irrational financial demands heaped upon the populace.

And numerous other things.

Now, despite of the reality of the Covid and the general knowledge of the bio
weapon breaking out, and despite of other practice events such as EVENT
201, a simulation done by specific "1%" outlets, which was a simulation of
what appears to be going down now for a Pandemic case [calculated also to
break out of China], a situation during which the enemy wanted to calculate
WTF they are going to do to further enslave the masses in case of a massive
outbreak.

The series of this simulation and other measures were to see how such event
could be used to promote further "Draconian" [or let's say just Reptilian]
measures such as suffocation of personal freedoms, destruction of dissent,
and in general, promoting Jewish regimes such as the Chinese Communist
Regime, as "Saviors" and "Good regimes" for handling such types of
"Pandemics".

The fake staging of the "Chinese Recovery From the Covid" is also part of
this, to make people accepting to privacy invasion, privacy destruction,
freedom and rights breaching, and suppression of any freedom the world has
been used to until now.

Sort of like "See goyim? Artificial intelligence used for Communism purposes,
getting spied 24/7, and destroying all of your rights, and making you live like
an ant, is really effective for...what we refer to as nothing worse than the flu.
Now that we help you out of what we call "Only a flu", give us your rights
goyim as the Talmud dictates. Oy vey!".



In short, the events and predictions were to create and understand how they
would be doing a collapse [staged or coincidental] and how this can be further
diluted into solutions where the enemy may attempt to increase their grip onto
humanity and further enslavement.

In short, how they can handle such a breakout to promote more of their control
on top of humanity. Not exactly how to help anyone, but how they can take
their jewing to the next level on top of humanity.

Everytime humanity has a problem, where this is going with mathematical
precision is shit like:

1. Oy Vey goyim, be replace by Robots and Automation, so that nothing like
CoVID will be able to take down our economy in the future, oy gevalt.
2. Oy Vey goyim, allow yourself to be surveilled 24/7 like in China for if you
have a cough, cause the reptilians care about you, oy gevalt.
3. Oy Vey goyim, forced vaccination has to happen goyim, for public safety.
4. Oy Vey goyim, get used to be in total lockdown 24/7, over what we the
mainstream media pretend is only just a cold, cause whatever, help the
elderly, oy gevalt.
5. Oy Vey goyim, listen to the news and their contradictions, such as that
taking measures to protect yourself isn't good, and that you don't need mask
while Nations and countries almost started war over the existence of masks.
Cause they don't protect you goyim, oy gevalt.
6. Oy Vey goyim, we need a global multinational government so that no more
Covid scares us in the future, let's appoint pious kikes on that, so that we
control the situation better the next time, oy gevalt.
7. Oy Vey goyim, why you need more foreign races to enter all the developed
world to collapse them and take more than what these Nations can handle.
Trust us goyim in Israel we don't take no refugees but you need them all so
that you can stop existing, Oy gevalt.

Humanity has caught wind of the whole plan.

One can add more and more things to the above list. But one phrase should
be memorized:

RTR's UNTIL (((THEY))) ALL COLLAPSE!

HAIL SATAN!
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